Current affairs and the public psyche: American anxiety in the post 9/11 world.
The most recent wave of interviews in a longitudinal study spanned the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. This unintended "natural experiment" allows examination of effects of traumatic events in ways impossible in studies conducted solely after the event and in populations not previously studied. Participants were 610 members of the randomly selected Children in the Community cohort studied longitudinally for over 25 years and between ages 27 and 38 at the time of the current in-home interviews. Symptoms of generalized anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder, panic disorder, agoraphobia, dissociation, and depression were assessed with an adaptation of the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnosis. Changes in self-reported symptoms from an assessment 10 years earlier were related to the date of interview between 7/2001 and 12/2003 by polynomial regression methods, including demographic and design controls. Diagnoses based on clinical follow-up were also examined. In contrast to other data on this cohort where timing effects were absent, levels of symptoms were related to time of interview. The months following 9/11/2001 and the two anniversary periods in 2002 and 2003 showed significant elevation in anxiety symptoms (t = 2.50, df = 608, P = 0.013) with some evidence of elevated anxiety disorder as well (Fisher's exact test P = 0.096). Similar patterns were seen for specific anxiety and depressive symptom groups. Effects of religious participation, patriotism, having offspring, and media exposure on anxiety symptoms tended to differ by season, but the effect of community involvement did not. Proximity to New York City was not significantly related to symptoms. Study findings suggest that young Americans showed symptomatic and, possibly, diagnostic anxiety reactions to the events of 9/11 that persisted in response to heightened awareness of ongoing threat during anniversary periods.